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Police
chiefs and
the city
charter

Living the
dream:
Santoya
Fields

The first National Black Business Month was celebrated Aug. 9 at the St. Petersburg Museum of History.
Santoya Fields
BY ALLEN A. BUCHANAN
Staff Writer

NEW YORK — Life
started out for Santoya
Fields as Harlem Renaissance artist Langston once
wrote “no crystal stair,” yet
she refused to be another
statistic. Her faith in a
higher power, her training at
the Pinellas County Center
for the Arts (PCCA), and a
trip to New York City at 16
years old would lay the foundation for her future success.
Fields grew up in a single parent household making her part of the 67
percent of African-American
children living under the
same condition in the
United States.
“My mother, raising five
children, did the best she
could with what she was
given.”
She grew up in a household where resources were
stretched, but being poor
was only one piece to the
puzzle of her lacking a sense
of self. “I had a lot of selfSee FIELDS, page 9



BY HOLLY KESTENIS
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG –
Tampa Bay black authors
and business owners
came together Sat., Aug 9
for a daylong event where
they were able to promote their books and
services to the general
public as a part of National Black Business

Month.
With the St. Petersburg Museum of History
located along the picturesque waterfront downtown
continuously
packed with people
throughout the day, the
event, which is in its first
year, was definitely a success.
“What ideas are you

sitting here on that you
need to get up off and
stop procrastinating on,”
asked author and motivational speaker Donald
Dowdridge. His book entitled “The Power of
Being a Winner” is a top
seller amongst self-publishers and he took a little
time to speak with the
spectators about how to

overcome the odds and
follow your dreams.
“If I shoulda, coulda,
woulda, is a free ticket to
Loserville,” said Dowdridge who revved up the
audience with his upbeat
manner of speaking.
Tables were set up
throughout the museum
putting you in the mind of
See SHOWCASE, pages 8

Early Childhood Education offered at pTEC
BY FRANK DROUZAS
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG —
If you are enthusiastic
about helping to shape
young lives, the Early
Childhood Education program offered at the St.
Pete campus of the Pinellas Technical Education
Center (pTEC) can help
you on your path to molding young minds.
The program is designed for teachers that
are working with children from birth through
five years old, explained

Victoria Cribb, the program coordinator.
“The courses that we
offer here will enable
those students to become
lead teachers or staff
members in charge,” she
said.
This apprenticeship
program covers such
courses as child development, class curriculum,
guidance,
leadership,
professionalism
and
classroom management.
The students are usually
already working as assistants or “floaters,” Cribb
See pTEC, page 4

Program Coordinator Victoria Cribb

Goliath Davis III
BY GOLIATH J. DAVIS, III,
PH.D.

ST. PETERSBURG —
More than 20 years ago,
voters in the city of St. Petersburg went to the polls
and approved a major
change to the city’s charter,
ushering in a strong mayor
form of government. Last
Thursday, city council
voted to approve a voter referendum to once again request voters amend the
charter. Council wants to
alter the strong mayor’s
ability to be the sole voice
in the employment of the
city’s police chief and other
unspecified positions.
Ironically, our current
form of government resulted from dissatisfaction
surrounding City Manager
Don McRae’s firing of Police Chief Curtsinger who
was strongly supported by
the police union, or Police
Benevolent
Association
(PBA), members of city
council and various community organizations.
Today, the impetus for
the change is in part, fueled
by the same motives—dissatisfaction with the Chief
Executive’s decision to hire
a chief not of council or the
union’s choosing, or better
yet, annoyance by those
displeased with the outcome because they did not
See CHARTER, page 3
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REV. DR. ROBERT L.
HARRISON, PH.D.
Men of S.T.E.E.L. Ministries
www.menofsteelministries.com

Generational curses
Praise the Lord Saints.
One main point of interest to consider and remember about generational curses is that every family has
their own and some families have
more than others.
It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to
figure out which ones are assigned to
your family. All you have to do is look
at your genealogy back maybe two to
three generations and define those
major family issues that repeat themselves. You have to be real with yourselves, define them then take them to
the altar and ask the Lord to remove
them.
It seems like a simple solution but
the problem comes in when one doesn’t want to face reality and own a particular curse. This is fine if you are not
serious about stopping the perpetuation of these hindrances to receiving
all that God has for you and your family.
Again, I apologize for being blunt,
candid and to the point, but I am being
led to continue down this path. I
know a little about them because I
was able to address and remove one
in my family tree. I decided that my
kids would have both parents in the
home until each of them graduated
from high school and that I would be
a present, in your face, proactive dad
in each of their lives.
As a result, I ended that curse and
instilled in each of them that when
you decide to have a family, if you
want it to be blessed and successful,
you have to employ the standards,
principles and examples you were
raised by. If you want headache and
heartache, do it a different way.
When you understand that it is
God that determines you family tree,
you must understand that He also
gave you the correct fertilizer and
water to nurture and feed that tree.
Our age old nemesis Satan has
masterfully orchestrated his plan of
planting generational curses long
back in the garden, then added momentum back in 1712 using Mr.
Lynch with his plan to enslave our
people without using brute force. He
used psychological warfare to convince our women to undermine and
not trust the men thereby ensuring
that even if we do procreate, the end
result will be flawed to the point that
we would destroy the very fibers that
God created to keep the family intact
both physically and spiritually. There
is a reason our communities, neighborhoods and businesses are not
flourishing as they were back in the
day.
Once this wicked seed took root
and was allowed to be perpetuated
generation after generation after gen-

eration, there would be a breaking
away of traditional customs that were
originated for us to survive.
Some believe that the church has
lost its power and effectiveness as it
did back in the day, but quite the contrary. The power was, is and will always be within the church but the
church must decide that it’s time to
take its rightful place back in society.
I’ve been exposed to the good, bad
and the ugly of the issues within the
church and it doesn’t appear to be getting better. If the church doesn’t take
a stand, we are destined to continue to
come up with quick fixes to the issues
of losing our kids and ultimately our
future place and role in society. Winston Churchill hit the nail on the head
when he said that if one doesn’t learn
from their past, they are destined to
repeat it. This couldn’t be truer as to
the root of our societal issues.
“We are the only church preaching
the whole truth,” “the reason people
are leaving the church is that nobody
wants to live right,” “I will let you
preach a trial sermon first and then
decide if I want to elevate you to a
leadership position within the
church,” “it’s God’s church,” “we have
to hold up the blood stained banner
and keep to the standard or the
church will not stand.”
These are just a handful of the
many sayings going on within the
church and they don’t realize that this
stuff is not spiritual and it places
shackles of bondage around the blessings God has waiting for us if we
would just do it His way. I can explain
them in another article cause I know
on the surface there appears to be
nothing wrong with some of these
sayings, but let me assure you it’s
deeper than the surface.
I thank God daily I was “FREED”
from this bondage and the blinders removed so that I now see things completely from a spiritual perspective.
It’s ironic that the message I
preached on the Good Samaritan
three weeks ago was used by three
television pastors just this past Sunday. I don’t believe in coincidences so
I know it was confirmation that this is
the very virus within the body of
Christ that is keeping us from bringing about the change we need.
But, I’m an optimist and if the conference the Lord has placed on me to
put together happens sometime in October-November then know that a
change is coming soon.
Next week I will speak on transitional extinction.
Till next week,
God Bless.
Dr. Rob




By Pastor Martin Rainey

Increasing Parent and Church
Engagement by 100 percent
Last month it was reported by the
Florida Department of Education that
there are 300 low performing elementary
schools in the state of Florida. Of the 300,
five are located in St. Petersburg: Campbell Park, Fairmount Park, Lakewood,
Maximo and Melrose.
Please note this is a “call to action” not
BLAMING!
Parents and churches, do you know
that lack of engagement is contributing
to the dooming our children to poverty,
prison and or death! The Lord is not
pleased. (Proverbs 31:8-9 and James 4:17)
Parents and churches, if you’d increase your engagement by 100 percent
the positive affect would be astounding
and most of all, pleasing to the Lord.
Harvard researchers indicate that increased parent and church, which I
added, would result in a saving of approximately $1000 per child per school.
Example: One school of 500 children,
multiplied by 1000 equals a savings of
$500,000 or a half million dollars! Include
the five low performing elementary
schools in the equation and it will equal
$2.5 million.
The eleven candidates running for
school board were asked if they were
elected to the School Board, would they
pursue and vote for the school district to
hold a series of not less than three listen-

ing forums/sessions in the community
where each of these schools are located?
Only six of the candidates responded.
To date, the others have not responded.
You parents and the church are voters and
I leave the conclusion and action to you.
Parents, churches and schools, let us
listen and plan together. “We can do it
better together.” We can increase
parental engagement by 100 percent together.
If you are disturbed and challenged
by Holy Spirit after reading Ps 139:23-24;
Proverbs 31:8-9 and James 4:77, call me
at 727-420-1326, or email me at
mrainey390@verizon.net.
Give your name, cell and email address.
Pastor Rainey serves as Community
Outreach Pastor for the Faith Memorial
MB Church. He also serves as president of
the Parent Support For Education Council, Inc., and chairman of JWB South
County Community Council. He may be
contacted: mrainey390@verizon.net or
(727) 420-1326.
The Parent Council meets every third
Thursday of each month @ 6:30 p.m.,
Faith Memorial Missionary Baptist 1800
18th Ave. S., St. Petersburg, at the (Resource Center), to the far right and adjacent to the Church. The community is
welcome.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Beginners guide to mortgage
terminology
BY SCOTT GIBERTINI
Guess Columnist

Buying a home can be
exciting but a bit overwhelming. Along with
gathering financial information and picking out a
house comes a lot of paperwork, often with terms
you might not understand.
For example, do you
know what a promissory
note is or what is actually
involved in a mortgage?
Too often we see people get discouraged because they didn’t fully
understand the information put in front of them.
With that in mind, here
are some terms you
should get familiar with
before looking to get a
mortgage:
Borrower: This is the
person who received a
loan from the lender and is
obligated to repay the
loan. The role of the coborrower is what often
confuses people. The coborrower is as responsible
for the loan as the borrower is, and if the borrower does not make the
payment, the lender will
pursue both the borrower
and co-borrower for compensation.
Lender: The bank or
organization that creates
the mortgage, gives the
funds and receives the
payments is the lender. It’s
also not uncommon for
the original lender to sell a
loan to another lender. For
example, you may pay
Wells Fargo for the first
three years, but then that
bank might sell the mortgage to another bank.
Mortgage: Many people are familiar with the
word mortgage, yet they
don’t fully understand
what it entails. With a
mortgage, you are borrowing money against a
property or home. The
home then becomes collateral. Often there are conditions outlined in the
mortgage that the bor-

rower must agree to, such
as not turning a residential
property into a business
enterprise.
Collateral: This is the
actual home or condominium backing up the
mortgage. Collateral is offered as security in case
the mortgage doesn’t get
paid.
Underwriting: This is
the process of reviewing
your financial information
so that the bank can decide if it wants to lend
money under its lending
guidelines. There is a
strict set of rules that underwriters must follow to
ensure that they’re not
making
irresponsible
loans.
Promissor y
note:
This is the document stating that you promise to
repay the mortgage. This
doesn’t mention collateral.
The mortgage document
is what ties the house back
to the loan as collateral.
Principal portion of
payment: A portion of
each mortgage payment is
dedicated to repayment of
the principal, or the
amount owed on a loan
separate from interest.
Loans are structured so
that principal payments
start out small and increase with each mortgage payment.
Closing costs: This includes other expenses incurred in order to
purchase the home, including title work, appraisal, survey, document
stamps, taxes or fees
charged by municipality.
Interest payment: Interest is the lender’s reward for taking a risk and
lending the money. The interest is based on the current interest rate and is a
percentage applied to the
remaining principal loan
amount.
Points: This term
often gets bounced around
during the process. One
point equals one percent of

the loan amount. In some
cases, you may be able to
pay 1 point to reduce the
interest rate in a loan.
Liquidity
or
reser ves: These are common terms that the
industry uses when talking about how much cash
a person has available that
could be used for a down
payment or closing costs.
Reserves are the amount
of cash that a person will
have left over after closing.
The lender sometimes requires that extra costs are
set aside to show that you
have extra cash available,
and are not going to go
into closing spending
every last dollar you have.
Scott Gibertini brings
more than 24 years of business and banking experience to the USAmeriBank
team, providing clients
with information and tools
to make home financing decisions. He received a bachelor’s degree from the
University of South Florida
and graduated from the
Florida Bankers Association’s Florida School of
Banking program.
For more information
about mortgages or other
banking needs, contact USAmeriBank’s St. Petersburg
branch at 727-394-3164.
Scott Gibertini NMLS:
337469,
USAmeriBank NMLS:
456668

Another attempt to change the rules
From CHARTER, page 1

get their way.
The hue and cry 20
plus years ago was that a
city manager appointed by
city council should not
have the authority to fire
the police chief. Rather, a
strong mayor, elected by
the people should be
vested with the responsibility of hiring and firing
the police chief and other
ranking administrators,
along with the authority to
make other personnel decisions.
The fired Police Chief
Curtsinger then ran for
mayor with hopes of fulfilling the role and responsibilities vested in the
strong mayor by the
amended city charter.
Recently, one candidate for police chief
launched a major campaign for the position reminiscent of events 20 years
past. Backed by the union
(PBA), members of council and various community
organizations, some believed the candidate’s appointment was ensured by
the support of the endorsing constituent groups absent any regard for sound
qualifications, and the applicant’s blatant violation
of stated procedures.
Mayor Rick Kriseman,

acting within the parameters of the duties and responsibilities granted the
strong mayor, demonstrated a great deal of
courage and creativity by
selecting a police chief
who met if not exceeded
the stated qualifications;
and in doing so, ensured
the police department and
the city would have the
best chance to overcome
the strife and discord of
the last four years. Yet,
those who did not get the
candidate of their choice
seek to once again,
change the rules.
Councilmember Steve
Kornell, dissatisfied he
and other councilmembers are not allowed to tell
the mayor who to hire recently asserted: “you can’t
be the voice of the people
if you can’t talk.”
This statement doesn’t
acknowledge an obvious
fact. The people were engaged and heard on several levels. First, the
voters elected the mayor
and members of city council; second, councilmembers
were
given
opportunities for input and
their positions were considered; and more importantly, the mayor went out
of his way to gather citizen

input.
In fact, the opportunities for direct citizen input
exceeded reasonable expectations. Consequently,
some would say there was
no need for the representation Councilmember Kornell suggests. Therefore,
one can only conclude
some
councilmembers
wanted a different outcome and are unhappy
they were not given an opportunity to vote on the
position through dialogue
or ballot.
We, the people, elected
a strong mayor to lead the
city for the next four years.
The police department, to
include the appointment of
a new police chief and
other troubling issues,
was central to the campaign. We were afforded
opportunities to speak
with the mayor and members of his administration
regarding all of the issues.
He did what we elected
him to do and as with
every democratic decision, not all are pleased.
I urge the voters to resist all attempts to change
the charter because some
are dissatisfied with one
outcome.
Please Do Not Vote
To Amend The Charter.

Celebrate one year of service
ST. PETERSBURG —
Reverend Dr. Deborah
Green made history one
year ago by being the first
woman to pastor and lead a
Missionary Baptist Church
in St. Petersburg. She is
now preparing to celebrate
what God has done at Mt.
Calvary Missionary Baptist
Church during this time.
Pastor Green was officially installed in this position August 25, 2013. Many
members of the community
came out to celebrate this
historic moment as it
seemed to be a mirror reflection of her walking in
her mother’s footsteps, the
late Rev. Dr. Constance D.
Samuels.
During this past year,
God has blessed her
tremendously. Mt. Calvary
has had 39 members become disciples to which 11
were returning members to
the Mt. Calvary family. The
church’s theme is and has
always been: “Calvary is
the Church Where Love
Makes the Difference.”
Pastor Green would like
to invite the community
once again to come and
share in her “First Pastor’s
Appreciation.” The celebration will begin Wed.,
Aug. 20, and finalize Sun.,
Aug. 24.
The celebration will include:
Wed., Aug. 20 — Vic-

tory Christian Center
Church’s Pastor Claude
Williams,
Thurs. Aug. 21 — St.
James A.M.E. Church’s
Pastor Barnard Smith,
Fri., Aug. 22 — The
Rock of Jesus M.B.
Church’s Pastor Frank W.
Peterman
All services will begin at
7 p.m. at location Mt. Calvary M. B. Church, 2321
Hartford St. S., St. Petersburg.
Sat., Aug. 23 from 9:3012:30 p.m. Mt. Calvary will
host
a
“Celebration
Brunch” in honor of Pastor
Green at the Pasadena Hibiscus, 7047 Sunset Drive.
The Keynote Speaker will
be
Pastor
Clarence
Williams of the Greater Mt.

Zion A.M.E. Church. Aug.
24 at 10:45 a.m., the Sunday
morning speaker will be
Rev. Chandrahasa Srinivasa, assistant pastor of
Friendship M.B. Church.
The culmination of this
awesome celebration will
conclude with Dr. John A.
Evans, Sr. Sunday evening
at 4 p.m. at Friendship M.B.
Church located at 3300 31st
St. S., St. Petersburg.
For more information,
please contact Beatriz Harvey, Appreciation Chairperson at 727-224-3348. Please
come and share in this
great celebration with Pastor Deborah Green and the
Mt. Calvary family. Appreciation colors are purple,
gold and silver.
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Do you like working with kids? Call pTEC!
From pTEC, page 1

said, where they go to various classrooms to relieve
teachers for a break or assist with nap time, but once
they earn this credential
they can become what
Cribb calls SMICs, or staff
members in charge.
Students
are
put
through a four-week orientation period, which includes a realistic mock
interviewing session.
“Many of our students
after completing that
course they will take the director credential course,
which is another five week
course, and they can actually run a preschool or own
their own preschool,” Cribb
said. In order for them to
become a director they
need to complete this
course here.”
The students in the program work at various
preschools and it is Cribb’s
job to go out in the field
where they’re working and
observe them.
“If a student is having
difficulty in various areas
like circle time or classroom management, I can
actually go out and do some
modeling for them,” Cribb
stated.
While students accumulate their on-the-job training
during the day at various
preschools, they meet
weekly in the evening at
the pTEC campus, where
the content part of the
course is taught by certified teachers who have experience or a degree in
early childhood education.
“I have four teachers

that work under me and we
work with a book called
‘Working with Young Children,’” Cribb said. “And
some of the things students
have to do is put together a
lesson plan and after they
actually put it together in a
written format, they’ll have
to come up and demonstrate that plan to their
peers.”
Students can create
their own activities, or
units, and teach a whole
week’s lesson from each
unit. These are comprised
of such fundamentals as
roll call, math and art, for
example, and even various
themes like “circus,” “back
to school” or “holidays,”
Cribb said.
“It all correlates with
something they’re trying to
teach,” she said. “We have
a total of over 100 different
units that they can choose
from and then they can create their own.”
Students will amass
2,000 on-the-job training
hours and 144 classroom
hours during the program,
which seeks to balance
written work with peer involvement in the classroom.
“It’s a very hands-on
course that they’re working
on during the night,” Cribb
said. “There are a lot of lectures but there’s a lot of
working in groups and
things like that, so they’re
learning a lot from their
peers as well.”
Cribb noted that this apprenticeship course is provided free of tuition to

students who have a high
school diploma and are at
least 18 years old.
“They may have minimal costs to purchase some
of their supplies that they’ll
need to create their units,”
she said, “but the tuition
part of it is exempt.”
Though students are
generally in their late teens
to mid-20s, Cribb noted that
the program attracts people
of all ages.
“Some are retired and
they want to do something
different,” she said. “We
have several people in their
50s and 60s that come in
and graduate from the program that already have degrees in other areas but
they chose to get into child
care.”
The early childhood education program, Cribb
said, is very beneficial for
students who are starting
off in such a career and
may not be sure about
going to college right
away.
“This could be a step for
them because we do prepare our students,” she
averred. “They have to do a
lot of writing, essays, competency goals and things
like that. We spend a lot of
time with them. I find
that this is one of the best
programs that we can offer
for individuals coming into
early childhood.”
Cribb observed that students could even obtain college credit with St.
Petersburg College (SPC)
through the program.
“Many of our students

go off to college after
they’ve completed our
course,” she said. “We do
have an articulation agreement with SPC and once
they finish this course they
can receive nine credit
hours toward their A.S. degree in early childhood education at SPC. I have at
least two students that I
know now who have gone
back to school to get those
A.S. degrees and they’re
teaching.”
Cribb, who worked as
kindergarten teacher for 12
years, believes it is key to
provide young children
with a strong foundation in
order for them to be successful, and the right people can make a difference.
“I have a passion and a
love for children!” she enthused. “Since I was very
young I’ve always known

that I wanted to be a
teacher. It’s been my passion and I truly believe it’s
a gift. Everyone can’t teach.
It has to be something that
they truly want to do.”
The next Early Childhood Education class starts
soon. If you’re interested in

exploring this career path,
please visit myptec.org or
call 727-893-2500. Financial
aid is available. See ad on
page 12.
To reach Frank Drouzas,
email fdrouzas@theweeklychallenger.com

REFERRAL LINE: 1.888.920.8761

suppoRt seRvices

Kinship Services Network provides relative caregivers with a
whole new world of support.
Families receive a thorough in-home assessment to determine family
support needs.
The Family Support Coordinator works with the family to link to the
services they need such as:
• public Benefits application assistance
• counseling / therapy
• legal services
• access to Medical care
• Mentoring
• Respite assistance
• academic tutoring / support
• social / Recreational activities
• neighborhood support
• transportation
• vocational support
• substance abuse treatment

RefeRRal to Kinship seRvices netwoRK
WHO?

Any Relative Caregiver may participate in
the program. A Relative Caregiver may be a
grandparent, aunt or uncle, sibling, or even a
cousin - any relative caring full-time for a child.

HOW?

THE REFERRAL PROCESS IS SIMPLE. Call the
Kinship Services Intake Line at 1.888.920.8761

WHAT THEN?

A Family Support Coordinator will contact the
Relative Caregiver and coordinate the needed
support and services with the family. In-home
services available.
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Thursday’s Thoughts: Grief
By Micki Morency
I had never experienced
such intense emotional
pain and anger at the same
time as when I got the news
that Nick had died. It was
surreal. My mind refused
to accept the fact that I
would never see him, talk
to him, laugh with him,
teach him, nurture him and
watch him grow into the
man I knew he would have
become.
My husband and I
opened our home to host
sick children. They came
from foreign countries for
life-saving surgeries at our
local Children’s hospital.
When one teen died during
heart surgery the year before, I was devastated. I didn’t think I could do it again.
Then, Nick moved in with
us in October 2009. When I
picked him up at the airport, he never stopped asking questions. I smiled. I
loved to break them in and
see the awe in their eyes.
Nick was a 17-year-old
Haitian who fell and shattered his right hip while
playing soccer. He lived in
a remote village with his
mother and four siblings.
Bedridden for two years,
Nick could not go to
school. His fractured hip
eventually healed, leaving
him with one leg markedly
longer than the other. He
needed hip replacement
surgery.
What could possibly go
wrong? Indeed, everything
went well. The free surgery

provided by local medical
providers was a success.
Nick was up and about very
quickly. Like a fish out of
water, he eagerly tried his
legs. His small wiry frame
belied the strength within.
He wanted to run, play basketball and ride a bike, all
at the same time it seemed.
Nick laughed with his
whole body. Holding his
stomach, Nick would try to
catch his breath when he
laughed and his contagious
howl would travel around
the room. It was just a
pleasure to see him enjoy
life and a good joke, any
joke. He just loved to laugh.
The earthquake of 2010
hit Haiti when Nick was
scheduled to return home.
I thought it was fate.
Through Temporary Protective Status he could
legally stay in the US. I immediately enrolled him in
school and he soaked information like a sponge. He
wanted to go to college so
he could help his village.
He dreamed of building
roads, schools and dig
wells. He learned fast.
Within three months, Nick
was conversing and writing
in English.
With his part time job at
the local supermarket,
Nick took care of his family
in Haiti. The youngest of
five, he became the head of
household. He paid tuition
for his sister to attend nursing school. He helped his
single mother start a small

business. He bought himself a laptop and a cell
phone. For a kid who grew
up without electricity, he
was adept at using electrical gadgets. Every day was
like Christmas for Nick.
Nick wanted to do
everything fast, as if he
knew his time was short.
He obtained his driving
permit in June 2010.
Shortly after, he called me
to pick him up from work
one day. It was raining hard
and he usually walked
home. I got out and handed
him the keys to my car.
Grinning from ear to ear he
said “Mom, you want me to
drive?”
It was a short distance.
He beamed as if he was
driving cross-country. He
was saving money to buy a
car.
Nick was a happy teen.
He followed the rules at
home, at school and at
work. I had hoped to meet
his mother one day to congratulate her on raising a
fine young man. His boss
and his teachers had nothing but praises for him. I
felt such pride, as if I had
something to do with his
positive, respectful and mature demeanor.
That fateful day, he
went to a picnic with the
church youth group, like
he had done twice before. I
was out of town so he called
to tell me he was leaving
the house and that he loved
me. Like a typical mom, I

said, “Have fun and be careful.” I had no idea that
would be the last time I
would hear his voice.
Nick drowned on July
30, 2011 at Fort DeSoto
beach with lifeguards on
duty and a sea full of people. He couldn’t swim. Did
he wade in and suddenly
encounter a riptide and
could not get out? I prayed
that it was quick. I imagined the terror he might
have felt in the time it took
him to lose the battle. What
was his last thought while
he was fighting for his life,
taking his last wet breath?
He had so much to do,
to learn, to experience. At
nineteen, he loved girls, but
was a bit shy around them.
Two days before his death,
he told me about a girl at
school he liked. He planned
to ask her out soon. He had
not kissed a girl yet. So how
could he be dead? Did God
call the wrong kid?
I was so angry with
God. I thought it was cruel
to have given him a
glimpse of a brighter future
then snatch it away. Little
did I know that Nick’s
mother Dieudonne (her
name translates to: “God
gives”) would be my anchor. Our mission made
arrangements to bring her
to Florida to attend Nick’s
funeral. When I saw her
among the throngs of people spilling from the airport
gate, I froze. Nick looked
just like her. I lost it. We

embraced and she patted
my back, all the while
telling me it was okay. I was
confused. Why wasn’t she
mad at the unfairness of it
all? Why was she so relatively calm and accepting?
“It gives me comfort to
see that my son was loved
and cared for by the missionary group,” Dieudonne
said. “And as his physical
custodian, I thank you very
much for opening your
home and heart to Nick,”
she continued as she took
my hands in hers. “God
giveth and God taketh
away,” she added, serenely.
During the period before the funeral, Dieudonne
received people who knew
her son and wanted to tell
her what a great job she
did. She was proud of Nick.
When my heart got so
heavy with pain, I looked at
Dieudonne and immedi-

ately would feel solace. Her
faith in God was strong and
sustained her.
I had to reach deep to
find the peace to accept
what I couldn’t control. I
had to face the fact that his
life was never in my hands,
but with his creator. Nick’s
death taught me to appreciate the moment I am in, the
people I love and the space
I occupy.
Life is fragile and precious, always too short it
seems. Death is unpredictable, inevitable and
sneaky always too early it
seems. Nick left his imprints on my heart forever.
He had enriched it and I am
grateful for having had the
opportunity to be part of
his short life. I miss you,
Son.
To read more of Micki
Morency’s articles, please go to
www.mickimorency.com
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Back-to-school blast from the past

Jordan Elementary School, circa 1950s

NO COST MEDICAID &
MEDICARE REVIEWS
727-327-9881 • 3535 Central Ave.
St. Petersburg, FL 33713

H EALTH & WELLNESS
• Prevention • Awareness • Education •
•Testing • Counseling • Referrals •
HELP - US - HELP - U • Access
Food Stamp Application/SNAP
Medicaid Application - Recertification

727.403.3366
www.helpushelpuinc.org

Hair It Is Salon Presents
The 2nd Annual Alopecia Awareness Seminar

When: Sat., Sept. 6 • 1 - 3:30 p.m.
Where: South Branch Public Library
2300 Roy Hanna Dr. S., St. Petersburg
Free Healthy Lunch Will Be Provided
This Year’s These is “Planting Your Fruits”
DOOR PRIZES
Candle Light Visual • Scalp Annalist
Health Screening • Balloon Release
R.S.V.P. Only
Kinky Caps Alopecia Care
P.O. Box 13613
St. Petersburg, FL 33733

Silvering Hope Foundation
1834 49th St. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33713

kinkycaps@yahoo.com

silverlininghopefoundation@gmail.com

1-855-427-4849

727-328-26123

Starline Day Care Center, circa 1970s
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By Jon Wilson

Courtesy of

Meet author
Charley Williams
ST. PETERSBURG —
As longtime educator
Charley Williams has
done, more community
leaders – and just plain
folks, for that matter –
should write their memoirs.
Williams’ new book,
“Overcoming the Odds,”
opens a window on the
best history – the kind in
which a person’s life, and
sometimes those of their
family and friends, plays
out against the backdrop
of larger local, state, national and perhaps even
global stories.
In Williams’ case, his
road to success led
through humble beginnings and the restrictive
and destructive reality of
Jim Crow custom and law.
Williams let none of that
stop him. He followed a
personal credo: No excuses, find a way, which is
also the book’s subtitle.
A launching party was
held for the book earlier
this month at the Carter
G. Woodson Museum of
African American History.
As the book jacket
notes, Charley J. Williams
Jr. was born to a single
parent in rural Lake Jackson near Tallahassee. He
grew up in Jacksonville, attending public schools
there and graduating from

 


New Stanton High School.
He majored in Spanish at
Florida A&M, with a
minor in French, and went
on to win a master’s degree in French Education
at New York University.
Williams, whose students sometimes called
him “Mr. Bonjour” in reference to his French
classes, began his teaching career at Gibbs High
School. Soon, the Gibbs
French program earned
district and statewide
recognition.
When Pinellas County
schools
desegregated,
school officials transferred Williams to Dixie
Hollins, where a “Rebel”
culture included flags, the
song Dixie and other Confederate symbols. Tension
ruled often. Williams said
he was treated very well
by the school’s staff, parents
and
students.
Nonetheless, he reports
encountering one or two
stunning examples of oldtime racism. His way of
handling such slights, in
addition to his calm demeanor in the face of
tense situations, earned
Williams another nickname: The Ice Man.
Williams’ leadership
talent propelled him from
the teaching he so loved to
administrative positions.

He served as dean of boys
and assistant principal at
Northeast High School
and principal of Safety
Harbor Middle School. He
came back to Dixie
Hollins as principal and
later as principal at Northeast, where he still attends
the school’s sports Hall of
Fame banquets.
Readers certainly gain
understanding
of
Williams’ career. But his
book is more than a recitation of vocational highlights. His social growth
and wooing of, love for and
marriage to Frances Baldwin Helms, is a highlight.
So is a tribute to the couple’s daughter, Nicole
Solange
“Nikkie”
Williams, who passed
away at the tragically
young age of 33.
Insights into the man
(rather than strictly the
educator) abound, as do
anecdotes about his experiences. For example,
Williams failed first grade
and barely passed on his
second try. He quotes
daughter Nikki: “Dang,
Dad! Nobody fails first
grade. All you do is color

chickens!”
The talented educator
loves sports cars, especially Triumphs.
He was pulled over for
speeding while driving to
Dixie Hollins during the
school’s turbulent times.
When the policemen
learned Williams was
bound for Dixie, he let the
teacher off without a
ticket.
Williams mentions several community figures in
the book, adding to the
local history flavor. There
are also numerous photographs, which could have
been improved with captions and identifications,
although some are clear in
context with the text.
The book is a valuable
contribution both to a family’s story and to local history. Here’s hoping more
like it emerge.
If you’d like to meet
Charley Williams and pick
up a signed copy of his
book, please join him
Mon., Aug. 18 from 6-7:30
p.m. at the Carter G.
Woodson African American Museum, 2240 9th
Ave. S., St Petersburg.

     
     
   
   
  
      
    
  
      
        
   
  
    
           
              
       
        
          
              
    
  
 
  
    
  
        
      
     
  

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
LOOK NO FURTHER
FOR CHURCH SUPPLIES
Communion Items • Choir Robes
Bulletins • Bibles • Sunday School books
Gospel CDs / DVDs and so much more

Reader’s Choice Book & Gift Store
4341 34th St. S., St. Petersburg
(Next to Skyway Mall)

(727) 867-3696
Open: Mon. - Sat. 10 am - 6:30 pm

BE SURE
TO CHECK
OUT OUR
‘WEBSITE!
TheWeeklyChallenger.com




Hires Hairstyling



3427 11th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33713
Open Tuesday – Friday
6 AM until 6 PM
Losing Hair- Scalp treatments can help
Wigs need shampoo – cut to fit your face



Call (727) 642-7475

   



  

SYLVIA J. TAYLOR P.A.
ATTORNEY & COUNSELOR AT LAW
Specializing In Real Estate Closings,
Refi’s and Probate

1900 Main Street, Suite 750
Sarasota, FL 34238
(941) 309-5188
Fax (941) 309-5201
sylviajtaylorpa@cs.com
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Black Authors and Business Showcase, huge success
From SHOWCASE, page 1

walking through a market.
With over 30 authors and
business owners actively
promoting their business
and grabbing the attention
of those passing by, the atmosphere was electric,
buzzing with excitement.
Author and author took
to the stage discussing
their experience in publishing. Discussing everything
from what inspired them to
pick up the pen to how they
commit to finishing their
work; each author had
words of wisdom to share.
Kentrell Martin, author
of the 20 book series
“Shelly’s Outdoor Adventure” books feels the event
geared toward highlighting
and promoting black businesses is important for the
community.
“We’re all authors and
we all know the struggle of
trying to promote our

books,” he said emphasizing that self-publishing is a
business like any other and
needs to be looked at that
way by not only the general
public, but also aspiring authors. “So I’m thankful for
the opportunity to do this.”
Martin knows of late
night writing sessions and
the dreaded writer’s block
that leaves so many newbie
authors discouraged. He encouraged those interested in
finishing a book to continue
writing even when facing
the hardships of business
such as limited funding and
lack of marketing strategies
that tend to plague authors
and small business owners.
But the biggest obstacle facing those starting out in
business can be dealing with
rejection.
“That’s just part of the
game, something you have
to deal with,” said Martin

who knows the rejection of
someone not liking the finished product can lead to discouragement. “You have to
have thick skin to deal with
it and not take it personally.”
Martin
began
the
“Shelly’s Outdoor Adventure” series some seven
years ago to bring awareness to those struggling
with being deaf. Touched
by his own brother’s struggle, Martin authored picture books emphasizing
teaching general sign language to beginners, mostly
to appeal to young audiences.
Hoping the educational
system will pick up his
book to use in classrooms,
Martin sees a promising future for the Shelly Adventure series. But as a young
boy with all the statistics
against him, from being
raised in a single-parent

Ann Thomas from Springhill
write motivational writer and
her first book is called the
“Consecrated Cocoon.”

Christopher Signil from
Columbus, Ohio, first book is
called “Race, Faith and
Politics.”

Magenta Black from St.
Petersburg writes fiction and
non-fiction.

Rasheedah Sharif’s “Don’t
Come Down From The
Chinaberry Tree” is an
autobiography.

Ursula Odom is a legacy
writer from Tampa. Her latest
book is “At Sula’s Feet”

Bertha R. Jones from
Savannah, Ga. first book is
called “Favorite Bible
Verses Hymns and Ballads.”

Life coach and motivational speaker Fred Hinton has
published three life inspiring books for the family.
“Improve Your Child’s Behavior in 30 Days,” “Two Minute,
Men’s Prayer Book” and “One Minute Prayer for Women.”

family to going home to the
projects each night, Martin
knows if he can do it, so can
others.
So what does an aspiring author or businessperson have to do in order to
be successful? Well Martin
gave six points of wisdom
to help get you along the
way.
He says to be original.
Find something you are
passionate about that hasn’t
been done yet or that you
can put a new twist on.
Also, start somewhere.
Martin suggests not allowing negative feedback to
deter you from your
dreams. So find a starting
point and then go with it. If
there are negatives along
the way, he believes a positive attitude is the best way
to move forward.
“I got the call from the
person I wanted, but it was-

Omali Yeshitela’s
book is called “An
Uneasy Equilibrium.”

n’t what I wanted to hear.”
he shared explaining an
agent once told him his
book wasn’t sellable. “I
took it personally, but I set
out for the next book I put
out to be just as good as
any from a publisher out
there.”
Martin also encourages
those endeavoring on creating their own business to
take risks and have no fear.
He recalled his first book
festival in Harlem where for
nearly three hours he
couldn’t sell a thing. Being
shy Martin had to learn to
put himself out there and
approach the situation differently. He ended up selling over a hundred books
in just an hour.
And finally Martin
preaches beginning with
the end in mind and learning to balance life. “Some of
us have jobs, kids,” he said

WeeRead Literacy Program helps to
grow the library of youths from 0-18.
They give out free books to registered
families. WeeReadStPete.com

Sharon Tubbs has two books,
both faith based. She is a
former reporter and editor of
the St. Pete Times.

James Oliver’s first book is about
learning to rethink problems and
it is called “If Things Aren’t Going
Right…Stay To Your Left.”

Jay Lee came from
Washington, D.C. His first book
“Change Your Mind, Change
Your Life”

Bilon Joseph’s first book
“Food for The Spirit” is a
devotional and self-help
book.

Charles H. Boxsley Jr’s book
“Misinterpretation: Prosperity on Earth” is
biblically based and promises to transform
the employee minded to an entrepreneur.

stating he uses every free
moment wisely in order to
realize his dream. “If you
get into the habit of not utilizing that time, it’s hard to
break.”
Martin has earned five
awards for his Shelly’s Adventure series to include
the Indie Excellence Finalist Book Award, the
Reader’s Favorite Book and
the Readers Favorite Five
Stars award of excellence.
A slew of authors took
to the stage all afternoon
giving inspirational tidbits
on how to stay motivated,
along with selling their
wares. Henry Ashwood Jr.,
a local saxophonist, joined
in the entrepreneurial spirit
playing his sweet jazz, captivating the spectators with
his talents. Ashwood can be
found at Sylvia’s Restaurant
every Wednesday and Friday from 7 -10 p.m.

Maude Candy McDonald
dedicated her first book
“Poetically Blessed” to her
mother.

Barbara J. Sorey Love from
Clearwater has written five
books.

Queen Hinkle, from West
Palm Beach, first book is an
autobiography called “Hello
Are You There.”

Randy Lewis’ “X-Box, Hip-Hop and Dreadlocks:
Reconnecting the Generations” analyzes and
develops strategies for improving our ability to
approach and communicate on a positive level.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
St. Pete’s Finest: Santoya Fields
From FIELDS, page 1

doubt because there was
abuse in the past,” she said.
Fields was sexually
abused as a young girl and
that caused her to question
her self-worth “and not believing that I was enough.”
This beautiful and vibrant young African-American woman, with neatly
plaited long black braids
passed her shoulders,
swiftly pointed out that as an
artist those feelings of selfdoubt and lacking are things
that “you have to get over or
work through.”
“As an artist going into
an audition and you feel
you’re not enough or worried about not having
enough money, all of that
will be translated to the audience,” Fields averred.
Holding on to such a negative mind-set can “block you
from receiving the things
that are meant for you.”
When Fields left St. Petersburg for New York City
11 years ago with $600 in
her pocket, she was determined to leave all of her past
struggles behind.
“I had to do a lot of reparenting,” said Fields
“when I came up here to be
honest, and I’m still doing a
lot of it!”
Fields said she walked
around midtown Manhattan
near the Ailey School awe
struck; knowing deep inside
that New York was where
she belonged. She had been
accepted to attend the Alvin
Ailey School of Dance, and
Marymount Manhattan College. A bright and artistically gifted 18 year old had
the world at her fingertips.
But life has a way of making

what looks simple and
straightforward more complicated than it actually is.
“I think it’s the self-doubt
that got me to stop,” said
Fields as she continued to
discuss the residue of a past
that refused to fade away.
“I left Ailey at the end of
that summer and didn’t continue to pursue dance after
that.” Although she struggled with the remnants of a
rough
childhood,
she
yearned for those inspirational voices that encouraged
her in the PCCA program at
Gibbs High School.
“I wasn’t at PCCA anymore where Ms. Page and
Mrs. P kept telling us we’re
good enough. They wouldn’t
let us quit,” she recalled.
Transition to Marymount Manhattan College
Fields was living with a
close friend in East New
York and working late
nights at Duane Reade in
Manhattan. One single
event would eventually put
an end to that long nightly
commute.
“One night I was coming
home from my late night
shift at Duane Reade and
this guy was trying to rob
me. By the grace of God,
there was a car out there
with the lights on. When I
ran to it, I pretended to talk
to someone because no one
was in it and the robber ran
away.”
When Fields told her
roommate what happened,
her friend said that it wasn’t
safe for her to live in the
neighborhood anymore because she comes home so
late from work.
After she discussed her

options for the future with
her best friend, Fields enrolled at Marymount Manhattan College in the fall of
2003 following her Summer
Dance Institute at Ailey. She
also decided to move in one
of the college’s dorms in
midtown Manhattan. For the
next year, she worked on discovering and learning about
herself and what she wanted
to do next with her life.
“I wanted to do something that I was passionate
about and that’s what led me
to sports journalism,” Fields
stated.
While she was attending
Marymount, she decided to
major in communications
and journalism. Her goal
was to work at ESPN. In her
second year in college, she
got an internship with ESPN
for a show called “Quite
Frankly” with Stephen A.
Smith. A year later her big
break came when she was
hired on by ESPN’s creative
works department, MAGGIEVISION, where she
worked for four years.
Transition back to
“soul” purpose
Fields’s job with MAGGIEVISION prepared her to
return to her “soul” purpose
and first love, the performing arts. At one point in her
young life she held a very
critical view about people
working as artists.
“Before going into the
arts, I looked at artists as
sort of like flaky people, you
know, just off like living this
fantasy world and I didn’t
see much substance in it. I
didn’t think they were intelligent and provided something to society,” she said.

What Fields described is
the stigma attached to being
an artist. It is quite prevalent
and has existed in all societies for millenniums. However, Fields’s early point of
view about artists would
change when she experienced the healing potential
of the performing arts.
Ironically but not surprising, she returned to her
sole purpose in life after
many twists and turns in an
explosive way by now working in not just one but multiple performing arts venues
in New York City.
Fields just did a jazz
show at the Brooklyn Music
School Aug. 7. To get ready
for the concert, she worked
with world renown opera
singer Lina Tetriani whose
recent successes include
her appearance as “Violetta”
in “La Traviata” in her return to Sarasota Opera
House, and her highly acclaimed interpretation of the
role of “Lora” in Wagner’s
rarely heard first opera, “Die
Feen,” under the baton of
Marc Minkowski at Theatre
du Chatelet in Paris.
Before Fields went on
vacation overseas in 2013,
she worked as an actress in
an independent film about
the legendary Eartha Kitt.
“When Eartha was
young, she was living with a
woman whom she thought
was her mom (but wasn’t),
and she got married to a guy
that didn’t want Eartha
around because she was too
light-skinned. So the woman
sent Eartha to New York to
live with her mother who already was raising two of
young Eartha’s cousins, Gra-

cie and Willie Stern, and they
wound up abusing her. The
woman that I played in the
Eartha Kitt film was Gracie.”
Fields said that she had
many soul-searching conversations with the film director
Marishka Phillips about the
role of one of the abusers.
The young actress described
playing the role opposite of
what she had once been a
victim of was a cathartic experience, and for the first
time she could truly start
coming to terms with and
letting of a turbulent past.
“For me, it hit home really, really deep. She got me
to this place that it became a
healing energy. It was really
amazing,” she said. “Nobody
knows that place that I had
to go to become this abuser.
The little girl [Eartha] was
just 6 years old.”
Over the next five to 10
years, Fields would like to
work in more independent
films and further develop
her singing career. She
wants to go into creative life
and career coaching for
artists as well as for people
in business.
She affirmed that one
day she would like to do a
Broadway show and would
like to return to Florida in

the summers to work with
girls who may struggle with
self-worth issues and help
them find that creative selfinside, so they can evolve
into what they were meant
to be in life.
“Everything I’ve set out
to do comes effortlessly to
me now,” said Fields.
She hopes to be an inspiration to her little sister,
Lanika, who was always
there for her when she performed locally. Surely,
Fields is an inspiration to
every young person who
has a dream or aspiration
to succeed no matter how
challenging life may have
been in the past. After all,
it’s not where you’ve been
but where you end up that
counts!
Congratulation on following your dreams, and becoming one of St. Pete’s
Finest.
This article is a two-part
series on artists from St. Petersburg who have moved to
New York City to pursue their
dreams. The next article will
be the results of an inspiring
conversation with six gifted
individuals who are not only
achieving individual success
but are helping each other
achieve success.
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Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Praise Time 10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
Tuesday Night Live Prayer Service & Bible Study 7 p.m.

 




Come Worship With the First Baptist Family









  

  

 




  

   





 


 
   





Need a ride? Our Transportation Ministry is available Sundays and Wednesdays



 

Victory Christian Center Church

 



  

    

Sunday School .................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ..........................11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening Prayer ............6:30 p.m.



Tutoring offered Tuesday &
Wednesday at 3:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study 11:00 a.m. & 7:30 p.m.
Youth Bible Study 7:00 p.m.




Wednesday Night Bible Study.......7:30 p.m.








 
Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.


Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church.
For more information about the other services and
ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911.




Kingdom Restoration, Inc.

Faith Based Outreach Ministry

 
  
  

4238 Narvarez Way South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(727) 564-1389




Pastor Shurrea Daniels

 

SERVICES
Sunday School:
8:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service:
9:30 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesdays
at 6:30 p.m.






 
 
 



  



BETHEL COMMUNITY
BAPTIST CHURCH
2901 - 54th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL. 33712
(727) 866-2567


 
     
  
  





Motto: Restoring One Life At A Time

We provide independent services to young women,
between the ages of 18-21, that have aged out of foster care.
Services Offered:
Community Housing, Life Skills, Financial Planning
Performing Arts and Technical Assistance
We also Offer:
E.V.E. Enrichment Classes on Monday and Wednesday 6-8 p.m.
Every 3rd Saturday Women’s Ministry 1-3 p.m.

Visit Us At http://www.kingdomrestoration.info/

  

Visible Voices
Christian Community Association
“JESUS, the same yesterday, today and forever.” Hebrews 13:8

Edgar & Sarah Edwards,
Overseers



 
  

 

 
  



 

Sunday School 8:45-10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:00 a.m.
Communion - 1st Sunday of each month
New Members Orientation - Sunday at 8:45 a.m.

Having been led, as we believe, by the
Spirit of God to receive the Lord Jesus
Christ as our Saviour; and on the profession of our faith. We the people of
God returning to God’s Word, proclaiming, God’s Will in provoking His
love among one another.








 





  
 

 


 






 

1818 29th Avenue N.
St. Petersburg, Florida
727.898.5571
Sunday Worship

11:30 a.m.






  



 
 

Worship - Sundays 4 p.m.
Fellowship - Thursdays 7 p.m.


 

  
 
 

919 18th St. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 821-0304
Email: thechurch@thecrossingpoint.net
Visit our website: www.thecrossingpoint.net
“We are a Movement with a Message. The results are that we build people; not programs.”

  
 

Pastors Dexter and
Wanda McCree
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THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 – 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida


Real Talk With Kisha Jordan National T.V. Show

Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Office Hours: Tuesday and Friday
9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.





Queen Street Church of God in Christ
Elder Willie Williamson, Pastor
First Lady, Patricia Williamson
1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
727-896-4356

Every Monday Night
@ 10:30 P.M.
On Comcast,
all Smart Phones and Roku!
www.youtube.com/KJMMinistries

WRXB Praise 1590 AM Presents:
Real Talk With Kisha Jordan
For more information:
http://kishajordanenterprises.org
www.facebook.com/KishaFanPage
813-380-7771 (TV Show Number)

 

Radio Show

Call In To The Station:

Every Saturday
1:30 - 2:00 P.M.

(Radio Number)

727-864-1600

SERVICES
Sunday
Sunday School – 9:30 a.m.
A. M. Service – 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Morning Prayer – 9 to 10 a.m.
Wednesday YPWW Bible Study – 7:30 p.m.

CHURCH NEWS
St. Mark MBC
The St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church, its pastor, the Reverend Brian K. Brown, its official
staff of Deacons and Trustees, and
the entire congregation, extends to
the community at large, its wish
that there would be an overflowing
of God’s blessings upon their lives.
St. Mark is grounded in a Christcentered doctrine that has as its
central theme, a belief that we are
a haven of hope, help, and healing
for a world hungering for and
thirsting after the enlightened
word of God. At St. Mark, we are
Christians willing to work and partner in unity, praising God for His
awesome gift, His son Jesus Christ.
Coming events for Aug.
Aug. 17 - Right Hand of Fellowship for new members at the conclusion of 10:45 a.m. worship
service.
Aug. 18 - First day of school

Aug. 27-30 - Congress No. 2 St. John 1st Baptist, Palmetto, FL
Aug. 31 - Mission Emphasis-Mission # 2 providing leadership for donations to the Baby Bottle Benefit
program at the Next STEPP Life Center. STEPP provides faith based assistance to pregnant and parenting teens
as well as support for other family
needs in the African American community.
Weekly Scheduled Activities
for St. Mark
Sunday School held for both
children and adults of all ages. Sunday School starts each Sunday
morning at 9:30. All are invited to
come and join us.
Baptist Training Union is each
Sunday at 5 p.m. Members and the
general public are invited to come
out study the Bible with us, and
learn “What Baptist Believe.”
Children and Youth Ministry

Meetings are held every Tuesday
at 6 p.m. Children in the community are welcomed to join us.
Mime/Praise Dance Rehearsal on Sundays from 2-4 p.m.
N I. K. E. After School Tutoring (4:30-6 p.m.) on Tuesdays &
Thursdays (closed during holiday
seasons and school breaks)
Young Adult Ministry every
Monday from 6:30 p.m. (Bible
Study)
Sunday School Teachers’
Meeting is held every Tuesday at
7 p.m.
Senior Hour of Power Bible
Study is held every Wednesday at
9:30 a.m.
Prayer
Meeting
and
Bible Study every Wednesday
evening at 7.
Children Youth Ministry Bible
Study every Wednesday at 7:30
p.m.

Friendship MBC
Our Mission: Friendship
Missionary Baptist Church is a
family of believers in Christ,
reaching out to the world, preaching the gospel to the unsaved and
teaching the saved to serve by
demonstrating the Love of Christ
- Dr. John A. Evans, Sr., Pastor
2014 “Total Surrender, Total
Sacrifice, and Total Stewardship”
– II Corinthians 9:6-8.
Mark your calendar
You are invited to attend our
annual Family and Friends Celebratory events at Friendship Missionary Baptist Church, Dr. John
A. Evans, Sr., Pastor.
Thursday, Aug. 14: Opening
night featuring Dr. K. Bernard
Parrott, Minister of Music and
Mt. Zion’s Sanctuary Choir. Reverend Louis M. Murphy, Sr., Pastor, Mt. Zion Progressive
Missionary Baptist Church, Saint

Petersburg, Florida. We look forward to your presence.
Fri., Aug. 15: Choir Workshop at 7 p.m.
Sat., Aug. 16: Choir Workshop, 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Family Reunion Choir Concert: Aug. 16 at 7 p.m. We look
forward to your presence.
Family and Friends Celebration: Aug. 17, at 7:45 a.m., Bishop
Zema Florence, Holy Cathedral
Pentecostal Church, St. Petersburg, Fla. At 10:45 a.m., Dr.
Clarence P. Noble, Pastor of
Greater Saint Mark Missionary
Baptist Church, Tuskegee, Alabama. Musical Worship: Family
Reunion Choir. We look forward
to your presence.
Revival 2014: Aug. 18 - 20, at
7 p.m. Guest Evangelist, Dr. Marcus Davidson, Pastor of New

Mount Olive Baptist Church,
Fort Lauderdale, Florida. We look
forward to your presence.
Have you found the key? If
you’re looking for the key to happiness or heaven, you’ll find it
through Jesus Christ. Dr. John A.
Evans, Sr., Pastor and the Friendship family welcomes you to our
open doors. Friendships’ Sunday
Praise and Worship are 7:45 a.m.
and 10:45 a.m. Sunday Church
School begins at 9:30 a.m. Come
join us each Wednesday for Bible
Study at Noon and 7 p.m. Dr.
Evans, Sr., Pastor, invites you to
come join us and share in the
study of God’s word .
Friendship is located at 3300
31st St. S., St. Petersburg, Fla.
33712. Our telephone number:
727-906-8300.
www.fmbctheship.org
God Bless You – The Ship!

Mt. Zion Progressive MBC
Reverend Louis Murphy, Sr.
and the entire Mt Zion family extend an open invitation to join us
not only in Sunday worship, but
also throughout the week for various programs and ministries.
Wednesday Bible Study –
Noonday and 6 p.m.
Join us in the Month of August for the Sermon Series “Living
a Life of Excellence.
Aug. 19 – Join Generation Restored for their small group chat
geared towards young adults ages
18 – 35. 7 p.m. in the youth chapel.
Aug. 24 – College Colors Sunday…got goals! Our College Prep
101 ministry invites all middle and
high school students to join us for

a back-to-school pep rally. 10 a.m.
in the Youth Chapel – 921 20th St.
S. Everyone bring someone.
Sept. 9 – 11 – 2nd annual family conference “ God’s Divine Family.” Guest Speaker Rev. Jeffrey
Johnson of Indianapolis, IN.
3rd Thursday of the month –
Men’s Unity Ministry - Calling all
Men... The Men’s Ministry invite
you to come out on the third
Thursday of each month for their
unity fellowship and study of
“What a Man of God Should Look
Like.”
CARE- Choosing Addiction
Recovery Efforts - is now holding
Dial-a-Meetings. Phone meetings
are held every Tuesday from 7 to

8 p.m. Phone in to: 605-477-2100,
Access Code: 212213.
Let’s Get Connected!
Mt. Zion Progressive is now
social. Checkout the latest events,
ministry news, and more by following us on FACEBOOK, TWITTER and YOUTUBE (Keyword:
MZPMBC). Visit our website and
let’s get connected today!
www.MZProgressive.org
For additional information on
any of these announcements,
please contact the church office.
Mt. Zion Progressive Missionary Baptist Church. 955 20th
St. S., St. Petersburg Florida. 727894-4311, email: info@mzprogressive.org.

The Rock of Jesus MBC
Request the Honor of
your presence at “AN
EVENING
OF
SONG:
GOD’S MEN OF DISTINCTION” Sat., Aug.16, 6 p.m.,
3940 – 18th Ave, S., St. Petersburg, FL
33711. Rev.
Frank W. Peterman, Jr., Pastor
Appearing on Program:
Minister Robert Allen (The
Rock of Jesus MB Church),

Deacon Breht Dennard
(Bethel Metropolitan MB
Church), Geoffrey Nugent
(Pinellas Point SDA) Violinist/Pianist, George Pearson
(St. Mark MB Church),
Gregg Porter (Mt. Pilgrim
MB Church), Le’Zaire Reese
(Friendship MB Church)
Special Guest Soloist, Daniel
“Dan” Helou, 2014 Brighthouse Senior Idol Winner.

Minister Brent Brown, MC
(Bethel Community Baptist
Church), Vern McKenny,
Guest Musician (New Hope
MB Church), Chandler Warren, Saxophonist (Mt. Zion
Primitive Baptist Church)
Please come out and hear
Florida’s very very best
“GOD’S MEN OF DISTINCTION” We greatly appreciate
Your Support and Prayers!

Pastor’s Corner
BY PASTOR SARAH EDWARDS
Visible Voices Christian
Community Association

History is a weapon
My grandmother sang it to my mother. She
sang it to me, my sisters and brothers. I sang it
to my children. And my children sang it to my
grandchildren. The history about three little
pigs that none of us have personally known.
The smart pig didn’t seek a ‘hand-out’ but
rather had money, went shopping and bought
whatever he/she wanted. One of the other two
pigs was lazy. He did nothing but stayed home
while the third pig was venturous, constantly
crying wee, wee, wee all the way home. Yep, I
like most of you have been guilty of using history as a weapon. Five generations my family
passed on this legacy about pigs that never existed!.
We too easily forget that history isn’t what
actually happened, but rather the lessons we
want to teach from the stories we extricate in
telling history. Whether they are real or true is
mute. Every weapon is a means used to defend
against or defeat another.
Our selection of what we teach society
shapes their view of how what came to be and
in turn what we understand as possible. The
choice of which history we teach can never be
‘neutral’ or ‘subjective’. We cannot simply be
passive. If we choose to follow either; we’ve
made the choice to follow a ‘set agenda’ or a
guide with hidden prejudices that will serve
their interest to continue this world as it is or
make a new world order to suit their future. Individually, we must determine whose interests
will shape our personal understanding of our
worldview. Every weapon can be a tool if it is
held right [Romans 4:15].
History is a weapon whenever it’s telling
the story you long for. Real history never begins with us nor does it begin at the end. Most
assuredly, history is never history when anyone
else tell your story. History then becomes a collection of individual limited precepts fueled by
media and casted the same as any standardized
nursery rhyme into innocent minds. My children looking at my smiling face while tickling
their tiny toes made them happy regardless of
whatever I said about those three little pigs.
They subjected themselves to it.

Every weapon is designed to cripple, kill or
destroy for our good or theirs. It’s not what others say but rather what we don’t know that is
confusing us mentally, emotionally and/or spiritually. History as a weapon can intimidate insecure people into silence.
Ask Moses. His personal history was not
fully understood as a child. He was raised in the
higher echelon of that society and assimilated
into their culture as if he too was an Egyptian
and overseer of the slaves. Until that faithful
day when God tugged at this heart as he
watched two fellow Hebrew Israelites fighting
among themselves. He realized except for the
grace of God it could have been him; yet he
wasn’t a slave to the King. He broke up their
fight but one was killed in the process. Moses
had to flee from what had been familiar and
comfortable to him all his life in order for God
to re-position him to manifest HIS-story: To lead
the Hebrew Israelites to true freedom. Moses
understanding the TRUTH about his personal
history did not began in the palace but the
backside of the desert [Exodus 2].
Fire is a weapon, however small, it can destroy acres of land or fry a chicken to satisfy
your taste buds. Other weapons can be used in
combat, provide provisions for your family or
defend yourself. History is a weapon that have
different story versions and contains different
lessons. Some teach us that this is what has always been and what always will be. Others
counsel that we shouldn’t mistake transient
dominance for intrinsic superiority. Lastly, some
histories paint a picture where only the elites
have the power to change the world, while others point out that social change is rarely commanded from the top down.
God has given His children the ability to
make their voices visible for righteousness
sake. Weapons of warfare that are not carnal,
but mighty in pulling down strongholds
[2 Corinthians 10:1-4]. Are you telling your history? If not, why not? God has made you significant. There is nothing new under the
sun[Ecclesiastes 1:9].

Visible Voices
Are you an African American
born and raised on the north side
of downtown St. Petersburg in the
1930s or the 1940s or before it was
renamed “Methodist Town” or
“James Town?” Attended Davis
Academy? The Harlem Theater?
Ida B. Wells Library?

Rev. Sarah Edwards, Executive Producer of ‘Turn The Page
Productions’ and CCN/Christian
Community TV Network invites
you to share your ‘Precious Memories’ with Visible Voices Christian Community Neighborhood
Association for as part of a TV

Documentary. It is entitled “God’s
Eyes Beholding The City.”
The trailer may be seen on
Youtube and thecrossingpoint.net
web page. Request Visible Voices
Membership Information today:
thechurch@thecrossingpoint.net
Voice: 727-821-0304

Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church
Bethel Metropolitan Missionary Baptist Church, “God’s House
to the City,” under the leadership
of Dr. Rickey L. Houston extends
an invitation to the community to
join us as we declare the living
Word of God. Join us at 9 a.m. for
Sunday School and at 10:15 a.m.
worship service. Bible Study and
Teen Summit/ Children Rising
are held on Wednesday evening,
at 7.
We cultivate the fullest spiritual life possible both individually
and corporately; and we communi-

cate God’s truth at every opportunity. Building a Stronger Congregation and Community to the
Glory of God. Living out these
principles results in a kaleidoscope of ministries for all ages and
interests. We also encourage the
community to make use of our
Prayer Line. (727-321-9645)
The Women’s Ministry is actively preparing for their annual
seminar scheduled for Saturday,
Aug. 16, 8:30 am to 2:30 pm. The
theme this year is Sisters Singing
Praises: Hallelujah Anyhow.

Keynote speaker is Minister
Sharon Saulsby of Friendship Missionary Baptist Church, along
with other presenters and Hallelujah Monologues’. For registration
and additional information please
call the church office (327-0554).
“Maintaining the Faith to
Trust the Unseen in 2014” Hebrews 11: 1, 6 II Corinthians 4:1
Telephone:
727-327-0554
Fax: 727-327-0240
Email:bchurch5@tampabay.rr
.com Website: www.bmmbc.org
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BACK-TO-SCHOOL






“A Good Education
Begins With Good VISION”

 











  





 

 







 

Marreese Speights' 2nd Annual
Back-to-School Giveaway
Where: Childs Park Recreation Center
Address: 4301 13th Ave. S., St Petersburg
When: Saturday, August 16
Time: 1-3 p.m.
1,000 Backpacks to giveaway
School Supplies
Food & Drink
Everyone is welcomed!









Back to School
Community
Block Party

FREE HAIRCUTS
FREE FOOD & DRINKS
GIFT CARD GIVEAWAY
FACE PAINTING
FREE CLOTHES
RAFFLES FOR TOYS
DANCE CONTEST
WHEN: August 16
TIME: 10-12:30 p.m.
WHERE: pTEC,
901 34th Street South, St. Petersburg
WHO: Everyone is welcomed!
Sponsored by Beaming Hope Church

